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2023 Keystone RV Montana 3123RL $84,980
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Description Price Includes full dealer prep, propane, deep cycle RV battery and more! No
surprise fees! Introducing the 2023 Keystone Montana 3123RL luxury fifth wheel,
the epitome of luxury and comfort on the road. This fifth wheel is designed with
high-quality materials and advanced technologies to provide you with the ultimate
camping experience. The Keystone Montana is superior to any other luxury fifth
wheel on the market, with features that set it apart from the competition.One of
the standout features of the 2023 Keystone Montana 3123RL is its rear living
room floor plan. This spacious layout includes a comfortable seating area with
plush sofas and chairs, perfect for relaxing after a long day of adventuring. The
living room also features a large flat-screen TV, a fireplace, and a sound bar,
making it the perfect spot for movie nights with the family. The kitchen is fully
equipped with stainless steel appliances, a spacious pantry, and plenty of counter
space to cook up delicious meals.Outside, the Keystone Montana 3123RL boasts
ample storage space, with multiple compartments to store all of your camping
gear and outdoor equipment. The pass-through storage area is especially
convenient, with enough space to store larger items like folding chairs, grills, and
coolers.At Price Right RV, we offer aggressive, transparent pricing with no added
dealer prep or freight fees. Our pricing policy ensures that you get the best deal
possible on your new Keystone Montana 3123RL fifth wheel.So why choose the
Keystone Montana? The answer is simple: it's the best of the best. With its
luxurious features, spacious layout, and top-of-the-line technology, the Keystone
Montana 3123RL is the ultimate fifth wheel for families who demand the very
best.If you're ready to take your camping experience to the next level, visit Price
Right RV today to see our full selection of Keystone Montana fifth wheels. Our
knowledgeable staff is here to help you find the perfect model for your needs and
budget, and our transparent pricing policy ensures that you get the best deal
possible. Don't wait - start planning your next adventure t2023 Keystone RV
Montana 3123RLNORTH AMERICA'S #1 SELLING LUXURY FIFTH WHEELAs
captivating as it is liberating, Montana ownership is an unrivaled experience. This
strikingly stylish camper features SolarFlex™ packages that can get you off the
grid for extended stays and is warrantied for full-time RVing. With over 20 years in
production by some of the most tenured craftsmen, Keystone Montana continues
to set the benchmark for luxury fifth wheels. Thoughtfully designed and guided by
over 100,000 owners, every detail is remarkably polished.Features may
include:Exterior12" I-beam w/ z-frame technologyRoad Armor™ shock absorbing
hitch pinHitch Vision™ w/ LED lighting2" thick CNC routed, dual-layered lauan,
high-gloss fiberglass sidewalls w/ double laminated & insulated rear
wallFrameless tinted safety glass windowsMaxTurn™ front cap w/ KeyShield™
automotive-grade paintFully walkable roof w/ Alpha seamless TPO membrane
system and 5" raftersRear ladderHydraulic slideouts on main level w/ individual
switches & electric slideouts on upper deckInsulated underbelly w/ forced hot air
& electric tank heaters7000 lb Dexter Gladiator® thick wall axles w/ upgraded
springs & Nev-R-Adjust® brakesRoad Armor™ suspension w/ 360° vibration
controlPremium Sailun G-rated tires w/ 8-year manufacturer warranty & Tredit
Care Plus roadside assistanceG-rated spare tireGround Control® 6 point
hydraulic auto-leveling w/ hitch memory6' 4" tall 30" wide entry door w/ screen
defender, friction hinge, & screen assist handleMORryde® Step Above® entry
steps w/ strut assistLarge pass through storage w/ oversized sla

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: R11025
VIN Number: 4YDFM0R20P4701124
Condition: New
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Item address DeWitt, Michigan, United States
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https://maps.google.com/?q=DeWitt,%20Michigan,%20United%20States
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